Psych. 440 Chapter 4 Quiz

_____ 1. I reviewed the PowerPoint presentation for this chapter.
   A. True
   B. False

_____ 2. Explicit attention is focused attention.
   A. True
   B. False

_____ 3. All of the following are true about Feature Integration Theory except
   A. Reaction times for feature searches do not increase as a function of display size
   B. First stage processes occur fast and are parallel, and are involuntary
   C. Second stage processes are serial and are volitional
   D. All the above are true

_____ 4. Failure of attention to input is associated with damage to
   A. Damage to the right temporal lobe
   B. Damage to the left parietal lobe
   C. Damage to the right parietal lobe
   D. Damage to the left temporal lobe

_____ 5. The Cocktail Party Effect, background noise is processed with detailed semantic awareness.
   A. True
   B. False

_____ 6. Broadbent’s Single Filter Model places the information filter
   A. Immediately before the information is received by short term memory
   B. Immediately after short term memory
   C. Immediately after the senses detect the information
   D. None of the above

_____ 7. Which is the correct order for the components of Treisman’s Attenuation Model?
   A. Senses – Attenuating Filter – Semantic Analysis Filter – Selected for Attenuation
      Semantic Analysis Filter – Selected for Attenuation – Senses – Attenuating Filter
   B. Attenuating Filter – Semantic Analysis Filter – Senses – Selected for Attenuation
   C. Senses – Semantic Analysis Filter – Attenuating Filter – Selected for Attenuation
_____ 8. All of the following are characteristics of automatic processing except

A. Run off without intention/awareness
B. Cause no dual task interference
C. Require significant cognitive resources
D. All of the above are characteristics of automatic processing

_____ 9. One thing that can happen with auto processing is an action slip, in which one inappropriately reverts to an automatic process

A. True
B. False